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ABSTRACT The blockchain is a technology with high growth potential that increases social benefits by
streamlining procedures, reducing costs, and innovating the way we work. Considering the growth potential
of blockchain technologies, countries around the world are attempting to graft into various fields such as
finance, logistics, and healthcare, and actively promoting technology development. Tracing and analyzing the
developmental trajectories of blockchain technology can give great insight for R&D direction and strategies.
We developed an improved knowledge persistence-based main path approach to identify technological
trajectories of the blockchain technology. In addition, future technological directions for each sub-technology
under blockchain technology were identified by the knowledge unconventionality metric. The results show
that the blockchain technology can be divided into five sub-technologies, and each sub-technology has
evolved with high technological interactions among other sub-technologies. Based on the last knowledge
streams of the main paths, this paper suggests potential future directions for each sub-technology in the
blockchain technology.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, hashchain, distributed ledger, technological trends, knowledge persistence,
patent citation network, knowledge unconventionality, main path analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
The blockchain is a technology with high growth potential
that increases social benefits by streamlining procedures,
reducing costs, and innovating the way we work. Consider-
ing the growth potential of these blockchain technologies,
countries around the world are attempting to graft into var-
ious fields such as finance, logistics, and healthcare, and
actively promoting technology development. The blockchain
ensures the contract without trusted third party of the mid-
dle. It is mainly used for authentication of cryptocurrency
transactions such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. The blockchain
has also been widely used in the fields of finance, medi-
cal treatment, contents, public service, logistics/distribution,
energy, etc. Since the blockchain technology is one of the
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most significant technologies for future digital economies,
analyzing R&D trends of blockchain can help researchers
and R&D planners better understand the evolving character-
istics of blockchain and it will give insight for development
of R&D direction and strategies. The aim of this paper is
to quantitatively analyze trace developmental trajectories of
blockchain technology using reliable data. We used a patent
database and analyzed a patent citation network. Patents are
one of the most reliable sources for technological knowledge
[1]–[3] and have been widely used for identification of recent
trends of high technologies discovery of new technology
opportunity and development of technology roadmaps and
plans [4]–[20]. Since patent citations represent knowledge
flows or inheritance between the cited patent and the citing
patent, a patent citation network was constructed to visual-
ize all knowledge flows within the blockchain technology.
To identify main knowledge streams in the patent citation
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network, this paper employed knowledge persistence (KP)
based main path analysis, suggested by Park and Magee [5].
Even though KP-based main paths resolved the limitations of
a conventional search path-based main path analysis, such as
single path problem and omission of key patents, it still needs
to be improved for future-oriented analysis. The KP-based
main path approach basically connects patents having high
knowledge persistence. However, knowledge persistence val-
ues of all patents on the last layer are zero, and so the
last knowledge flows are usually diverged to a number of
patents in the main paths. This characteristic makes it dif-
ficult to find future technological directions. In particular,
IT related technologies usually have more patent citations
than other technological domains and so knowledge flow
divergence issue can be critical drawback for this research.
To overcome the limitation, this paper developed an improved
KP-based main path analysis by adopting the radicalness
metric to identify potential directions of the blockchain tech-
nology. The major contribution of this paper is to signifi-
cantly reduce the network complexity in the last layer of
the KP-based main paths. To this end, we developed the
knowledge unconventionality (KU) metric to weight the last
knowledge flows. From the main path analysis, we found
that the blockchain technology can be divided into five sub-
technologies, such as Cryptography, Hardware blockchain,
Decentralized applications, Exchanges, and Digital transac-
tion, and each of sub-technologies has high interrelations to
other sub-technologies. Based on the last knowledge streams
of the main paths, this paper suggests potential future direc-
tions for each sub-technology in the blockchain technol-
ogy. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The
section 2 reviews backgrounds for this research. The section 3
describes the method, the section 4 presents the trends of
blockchain technology, and finally discussion and conclusion
are drawn in the section 5.

II. BACKGROUND
A. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
1) CONCEPT OF BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain refers to a technology that enables network par-
ticipants to jointly verify transaction information, create and
record and store blocks based on a hash, to ensure integrity
and reliability without an authorized third party, thereby
enabling distributed ledger [21], [22]. Distributed ledger
technology refers to processes and related technologies that
enable network nodes to safely propose, verify, and record
state changes using a decentralized consensus mechanism
for distributed and synchronized ledgers. The blockchain is
a hash-based block processing, and distributed ledger tech-
nology has a broader meaning of using a consensus mech-
anism, but international standardization organizations use a
mixture of blockchain and distributed ledger technology [23].
Therefore, in this paper, the name blockchain is used in
a comprehensive sense including makeup ledger technol-
ogy. Blockchain refers to a technology that creates blocks

containing information at regular intervals and then connects
them to previous blocks like a chain. A block is a unit that
stores transaction information, and each block records the
hash value of the previous block and is connected in sequence,
so it is impossible to forgery or alter the past block. Starting
from the first block, consensus blocks that have been verified
as correct by multiple participants are sequentially added.
When a block is created, it is transmitted to all participants
and stored in a distributed manner, so all participants in the
blockchain share transaction records.

2) TREND OF BLOCKCHAIN
Recently, as interest in cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin
has increased, it has been shown that the patent application
related to blockchain, which is the technological base, is also
explosively increasing worldwide [22]. The basic concept of
blockchain is a free technology that is open source and has
no patent. Therefore, patent applications are mainly made
around peripheral technologies such as security, operation,
and utilization. In particular, as the scope of use of blockchain
from cryptocurrency to logistics, medical care, and pub-
lic services gradually expands, patent applications are also
expected to increase mainly in the field of use. Most of the
blockchain patent applications are led by companies, and the
US is actively applying for patents by financial companies
such as banks. The various application fields of blockchain
technology are described in Table 1 [24], [25].

3) TYPES OF BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is an important tool that enables important
decentralized applications without centralized trust and is
divided into public blockchain, private blockchain, and
hybrid blockchain according to the nature of network par-
ticipants and the role of the subject [26]–[28]. A public
blockchain is such kind of blockchain where anyone from
anywhere can join the network and reserves equal rights to
view, download and add nodes for everyone. And so, you
can join the blockchain network anytime and you will have
complete and equal authority just like others. It is a ‘Public’
network in a true sense. Public blockchain have been used
to enable many different cryptocurrencies. Existing public
blockchain and smart contracts deployed on them may dis-
close sensitive information. Although there is some ongoing
work that leverage advanced cryptography to address some of
these sensitive information leakage issues, they require sig-
nificant changes to existing and popular blockchain such as
Ethereum and are usually computationally expensive. Private
blockchain is developed and maintained by a private orga-
nization who has the authority over the mining process and
consensus algorithm. The private organization decides who
can join the network and have the access download the nodes.
Private blockchain have been proposed to allow more
efficient and privacy-preserving data sharing among pre-
approved group of nodes/participants. Although private
blockchain address some of the privacy challenges by allow-
ing sensitive data to be only seen by the select group of
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TABLE 1. Field of blockchain technology.

participants, they do not allow public accountability of trans-
actions since transactions are approved by known set of
users and cannot be accessed publicly. Hybrid blockchain
is defined as the blockchain that attempts to use the best
part of both private and public blockchain solutions. The
hybrid blockchain is distinguishable from the fact that they
are not open to everyone, but still offers blockchain features
such as integrity, transparency, and security. As usual, Hybrid
blockchain is entirely customizable. The members of the
hybrid blockchain can decide who can take participation in
the blockchain or which transactions are made public. This
brings the best of both worlds and ensures that a company
can work with their stakeholders in the best possible way. The
characteristics of blockchain type are described in Table 2.

4) BLOCKCHAIN RELATED TECHNOLOGY
Blockchain technologies include cryptographic mechanism,
transaction verification, usage controlling, data integrity,
peer-to-peer (P2P) computing, cloud computing, and
so on [21]. First, cryptographic mechanism is a technique
associated with the process of converting ordinary plain
text into unintelligible text and vice-versa. Blockchain uses
cryptography to protect the user identities in a network,
to ensure secured transactions, and to protect all sorts of
valuable information. Different blockchains use different
cryptography algorithms. The modes of operation of block

TABLE 2. Characteristics of blockchain type.

ciphers are configuration methods that allow those ciphers to
work with large data streams, without the risk of compromis-
ing the provided security. These modifications are called the
block cipher modes of operations, e.g. cipher block chaining
(CBC), electronic codebook (ECB) or Galois/counter mode
(GCM). Second, transaction verification is a technique for
authorization. A transaction is a new record of exchange
of some value or data between two public addresses of the
blockchain. Transactions can happen in new node and take
time to get verified when a new block is created containing
that transactions. Validated transactions are stored into a
block and are dealt with a lock (hash). This block becomes
part of the blockchain when other computers in the network
validate if the lock on the block is correct. This transaction
is now part of the blockchain and cannot be altered in
any way. Activating many cards, including financial cards,
such as credit cards and other payment cards, may be used
as a tool to verify transactions, but those are susceptible
to attack and vulnerable to hacking or other unauthorized
access. Accordingly, there exist needs to provide users with
an appropriate solution that overcomes these deficiencies
to provide verification for contactless cards. Third, usage
controlling technique is a simple but powerful idea enables
various policy specifications and thus extends the expres-
siveness of access control systems immensely. Usage control
must not be limited to granting access to right only once;
instead, it should constantly keep track of the usage of objects
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and decide continuously whether to allow a subject access to
objects or not. If a subject exceeds the allowed quota or if
another constraint is violated during the use of an object,
the subject’s right should be revoked. It also allows for
the specification of constraints, such as allowed usage time
per session and the revocation of usage after a specified limit.
Usage controlling is techniques for restricting cryptographic
keys to pre-authorized uses, different access levels, validity of
crypto-period, different key- or password length, or different
strong and weak cryptographic algorithms. The problem in
the prior art of public key crypto systems is in the distribution
of public keys from a sender to one or more receivers.
Therefore, the improved methods for distributing public keys
in public key cryptosystems have been developed. Fourth,
data integrity is a technique of the maintenance/assurance
of the accuracy and consistency of data over its entire life-
cycle, and is a critical aspect to the design, implementation
and usage of any system which stores, processes, or retrieves
data. Blockchain just might be the solution to improve data
integrity to the highest standards. By design, blockchains are
inherently resistant to the modification of data. Blockchain
ledgers are immutable meaning that if data addition or trans-
action has been made, it cannot be edited or deleted. Data
integrity is used to describe the degree to which a data unit
received by a receiver, can be relied upon as being identical
to a data unit sent by the sender, to whom the received
data unit is attributed. In electronic data handling systems,
such as computers and other data storage and communication
systems, it is often necessary to prevent disclosure of sensitive
data to unauthorized persons and to determine whether such
data has been tampered with or not. So it is required to have a
fast, simple and economical system for protecting data in an
electronic data handling system and for authenticating. Fifth,
peer-to-peer (P2P) computing is a distributed application
architecture that partitions tasks or workloads between peers.
Peers are equally privileged, equipotent participants in the
application. They are said to form a peer-to-peer network
of nodes. Peers make a portion of their resources, such
as processing power, disk storage or network bandwidth,
directly available to other network participants, without the
need for central coordination by servers or stable hosts. Peers
are both suppliers and consumers of resources, in contrast to
the traditional client-server model in which the consumption
and supply of resources is divided. Secure communication is a
technique based on the P2P network architecture and inherits
the decentralized characteristics. A peer-to-peer (P2P) net-
work consists of a group of devices that collectively store
and share files. Each participant acts as an individual peer.
Today, P2P networks are at the core of most cryptocurren-
cies, making up a great portion of the blockchain industry.
With the increased utilization of distributed data processing
systems to share and communicate sensitive and confidential
information, the computing and relating industries are paying
significantly increased attention to improving and refining
known techniques for securing data which is communicated
over insecure communication channels such as telephone

lines and electromagnetic-based communication systems.
The term cloud theoretically signifies abstraction of tech-
nology, resources and locations that are used in building
an integrated computing infrastructure. All cloud comput-
ing models rely heavily on sharing of resources to achieve
coherence and economies of scale similar to a utility over
a network. Sixth, cloud computing provides services with
a user’s data, software and computation on over multiple
networks. End users access cloud based applications through
a web browser or a light weight desktop or mobile application
while the rest of the application software and data are stored
on servers at remote locations. Cloud computing provides a
same or better service and performance with cloud software
programs as if all the cloud software programs were actually
installed locally on end-user devices.

5) BLOCKCHAIN STANDARDIZATION
Blockchain technology is being evaluated as a driving force
to change the financial and ICT paradigm, and is diversifying
applications in digital cryptocurrency, smart contracts, distri-
bution, digital content copyright, and health care. The tech-
nology classification for global distributed ledger service is
classified as the core infrastructure technology of blockchain,
platform and interlocking technology that provides services
using it, application technology that implements services on
various platforms, and security and management technol-
ogy that manages and controls the blockchain system. The
contents of international standardization activities related to
blockchain technology are shown in Appendix A.

B. KNOWLEDGE PERSISTENCE-BASED
MAIN PATH ANALYSIS
Main path analysis was developed to identify and visualize
the major knowledge streams in a technology domain by
reducing network complexity [5], [17] and so many inno-
vation studies adopted this tool to trace developmental tra-
jectories. To construct knowledge flows occurred within a
specific technological domain, patent data has been widely
utilized. Since patent citation can denote knowledge flow
from the citing patent to the cited patent, patent citation
network can be used as a global knowledge network. Most
previous studies using main path analysis are based on a
search path, e.g. SPLC (search path link count), SPNP (search
path node pair), and NPPC (node pair projection count),
suggested by Hummon and Doreian [29]. The basic logic
behind these indices is that a link (and node) included in
many search paths in a citation network plays a critical role
in the knowledge diffusion, so a sequence of high-weighted
links (or nodes) constructs a main path [17]. The major
limitations of search-path based main path analysis are as
follows. First, most of them identify only one single main
path. However, it is generally difficult to be accepted single
path for technological trajectories. Second, they cannot show
combinatorial relationships between sub-fields in technolog-
ical domain. Third, traversal counts based search path from
the starting nodes has high possibility to omit important
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FIGURE 1. Blockchain Network.

patents and knowledge flows [5]. Recent research in complex
networks has greatly improved the understanding in struc-
ture and complexity of knowledge network and introduced
KP-based main path analysis [5], [13], [14]. KP is a metric
to measure how much knowledge in a patent is inherited to
the recent developments in a knowledge network [30], [31]
and so KP can quantify patent’s technological value from the
global citation perspective. The KP-based main path anal-
ysis overcomes the previous limitations by identifying the
dominant knowledge flows first and then linking them based
on the backward/forward search. This approach can generate
multiple main paths and dramatically reduce network com-
plexity without missing any dominantly important patents.
Park and Magee [5] empirically showed that KP-based main
path approach can generate 10 times smaller but include about
20% more of critical knowledge flows than a search path-
based approach. However, KP-based main paths sometimes
generate many diffused knowledge flows in the last layer
and it can make difficult to analyze and forecast the further
development in the given technological domain. Therefore,
this paper resolves this problem by adopting new metric to
minimize the diffusion in the last layer.

III. METHOD
A. CONSTRUCTION OF CITATION-BASED
KNOWLEDGE NETWORK
The knowledge network of a technological domain is gen-
erated based on patent citations with the basic assumption
being that a patent citation represents a knowledge flow from
cited patent to citing patent. Even though technologies are
not dependent on a specific technological domain and can be
used or applied to many other domains, this paper only con-
siders knowledge flows within the technological domain, i.e.
citations occurred within the technological domain, because
most knowledge is inherited within the technological domain.
The cited-citing patent pairs can be extracted from backward
citation information.

B. IDENTIFICATION OF KNOWLEDGE
PERSISTENCE-BASED MAIN PATHS
The underlying concept for knowledge persistence is that
patent citation indicates knowledge inheritance from the cit-
ing patent to the cited patent and the proportion of each
knowledge inheritance, i.e. weight for each knowledge flow,
is different. By measuring the proportion of each knowl-
edge inheritance, how much knowledge of a patent is per-
sistent or impact on the recent technological developments.

FIGURE 2. Knowledge persistence calculation. Note: Layer denotes the
topological structure of knowledge flows in a technological domain; The
number of layers in the technological domain can be calculated based on
the longest sequence of citation flow from endpoints to startpoints. Once
the longest knowledge flow is identified, each patent can be assigned to
one of the layers. The inheritance proportion is 1/n, and n is the number
of backward citations of the patent in the next layer.

KP-based main path analysis first identifies the dominantly
significant patents, i.e. high KP patents, by calculating KP
of each patent in a knowledge network. The procedure for
KP calculation is as follows. First, all endpoint patents,
which do not have forward citations, and startpoint patents,
which do not have backward citations, are identified. Second,
the longest citation link between startpoint and endpoint
patents is identified. This flow is recognized as the number
of layers of the technological domain. Third, all patents
are rearranged by layer. Fourth, KP, how much knowledge
is inherited by endpoint patents in the layer-based citation
network, is calculated. The inheritance proportion is 1/the
number of backward citations of the patent in the next layer.
Figure 2 illustrates how knowledge persistence is calculated
with an example, and the formulation for KP is as follows [5]:

KPA =
n∑
i=1

mi∑
j=1

lj−1∏
k=1

1
BWDCit (Pijk )

,

where PA means the patent A,Pijk is the k-th patent on the j-th
backward path from Pi to PA; BWDCit (Pijk ) is the number
of backward citations of Pijk without considering backward
citations by patents included in between the first layer and
layer t-1, when PA belongs to layer t; lj is the number of
patents on the j-th backward path from Pi to PA; mi is all
possible backward paths from Pi to PA; i is the number of
patents in the last layer, which are indirectly connected to PA.

The dominantly significant patents are determined
by normalizing KP values from the global perspective
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(global persistence: GP) or local perspective (layer persis-
tence: LP); the global persistence (GP) is calculated by divid-
ing by the maximum KP in the given technological domain;
the layer persistence (LP) is calculated by dividing by the
maximum KP in the layer. As KP is one of citation-based
metrics has a time-effect [8], GP generally cannot identify rel-
atively recent patents as significant ones and so LP is essential
metric to solve the time effect problem. Based on the Park
andMagee [5], this paper determines high persistence patents
(HPPs) whose GP ≥ 0.3 or LP ≥ 0.8 as dominantly signifi-
cant patents. Then, the backward and forward searching from
the identified high KP patents identifies main paths. Since
the mechanism of the backward and forward searching is to
select patents having the highest value of global persistence
among the directly linked patents on the citation network,
main paths from starting patents to endpoint patents can be
identified [13].

C. FORECASTING FUTURE DIRECTIONS ON MAIN PATHS
The algorithm for KP-based main path analysis sometimes
generates many knowledge flows in the last layer. This is
because all nodes in the last layer are not cited by later
inventions and so have noKP value. Since each of the nodes in
the last layer can be potential direction for major knowledge
streams, knowledge divergence toward the last layer should
be minimized to focus on specific knowledge flows as future
directions. To this end, this paper developed the metric based
on the knowledge recombination theory [32]–[34]. Innovative
inventions have high possibility to become the next knowl-
edge streams, and innovative knowledge is usually created by
atypical knowledge combinations. Therefore, the knowledge
unconventionality can be high if the patent classifications of
backward citation patents are different from the classifica-
tions of the focal patent. Specifically, the knowledge uncon-
ventionality (KU) metric is defined as follows:

KUp =

np∑
j

DCj
/
np;CPCpj 6= CPCp,

where DCj denotes the number of different classifications in
patent j cited by patent p, specifically, DCj is counted when
4-digit CPC (Cooperative Patent Classification) codesCPCpj
of patent j is not allocated to patent p, and np is the number of
patents cited by patent p on the main paths. Based on the KU
value of patent in the last layer, patents having the highest KU
value are remained. Figure 3 shows the network complexity
of the main paths for blockchain technology before and after
adopting KU metric.

IV. TRENDS OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
A. DATA
We used patent database service Patsnap (www.patsnap.com)
to retrieve patent data corresponding to our query. The search
query for Blockchain technology and the summary of the
collected data is described in Table 3.

FIGURE 3. Network complexity reduction of main paths for blockchain
technology by knowledge unconventionality (KU) metric.

TABLE 3. Data overview.

FIGURE 4. Main path network for Blockchain determined by GBFP. Note:
# of nodes and links are 63 and 78; # of high persistence patents are 38;
HPPs are highlighted with red circles.

B. RESULTS
The main paths of blockchain technology by the pro-
posed method is shown in Figure 4 drawn by Gephi
(www.gephi.org). We used Event graph layout plug-in to
arrange patents in the layer order and each node is assigned
to one of the layers. Cutoff values for HPP are GP ≥ 0.3
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or LP ≥ 0.8. There are 63 patents on the identifiedmain paths
and 38 out of them are HPPs (see Appendix B). Blockchain-
related technologies include authentication, forgery, encryp-
tion, access, agreement, and synchronization, cryptocurrency,
transaction verification, and etc. By qualitatively analyz-
ing patent documents on the main path network, we found
five sub-technologies under blockchain technology, such as
Cryptography, Hardware blockchain, Decentralized appli-
cation, Exchange, Digital transaction, and the patents on
the main paths were classified into each sub-technology.
Figure 4 shows the developmental trajectories of blockchain
technology. In the blockchain technology, most HPPs belong
to the cryptography sub-technology and they affect to other
sub-technologies. Main knowledge streams are mainly led
by large companies, and future developments of blockchain
technology will be focused on the hardware blockchains
based on cryptography technologies.

FIGURE 5. Main path network for Cryptography sub-technology. Note:
HPP represents a red circle.

Figure 5 shows the sub-network for Cryptography.
Cryptography is a technique associated with the process of
converting ordinary plain text into unintelligible text and
vice-versa. Blockchain uses cryptography to protect identities
of the users of a network, to ensure secure transactions, and
to protect all sorts of valuable information. Cryptography
sub-technology related patents have been applied for most
of the layers from layers 1 to 13, and it has been found that
large companies such as IBM and Microsoft have licenses.
The node 2, 11, 97, 100, 116, 136, 145, 172, 174, 216, 217,
270, 330, 693, 1492, and 1681 are all filed by IBM, and
most are related to cryptography. The node 2 (US4074066)
is about a system for the secure transmission of multi-block
data messages from a sending station to a receiving station.
The node 100 (US4850017) is about a system for secure
generation and transmission of cryptographic keys from a
generating station to one or more using stations where the
use of the cryptographic key at each using station is con-
trolled via a control value established by the generating
station. The node 116 (US4941176) prevents unauthorized
disclosure or modification of cryptographic keys and pro-
vides a method for validating that key management functions

FIGURE 6. Blockchain user identification. Note: (Left) Flow (Right) Map.

requested for a cryptographic key by the programs authorized
by the originator of the key. The node 136 (US4918728)
is about cryptographic applications in data processing and
complex combinations of data manipulation functions are
possible using the control vectors, in accordance with this
method. The node 174 (US5142578) is about cryptographic
systems and methods for use in data processing systems
to enhance security. The node 330 (US5673319) is about
computer-implemented methods to encrypt plaintext into
ciphertext. The node 1492 (US7428306) is an encryption
apparatus and method for providing an encrypted file sys-
tem. The node 1681 (US8107620) is a method for crypto-
graphically transforming an input message into an output
message while assuring message integrity. This invention
provides encryption schemes and apparatus, which are more
efficient than the existing single pass authenticated encryp-
tion schemes, while providing the same level of security. The
initial vectors, which are an essential part of these schemes,
are chosen in an incremental and safe fashion. This also leads
to an incremental method for generating the pair-wise dif-
ferentially uniform sequences or XOR-universal sequences
which are another essential part of such schemes. The incre-
mentality of the generation of these sequences extends to
even across different plain-text messages being encrypted,
leading to substantial savings in time to encrypt. A further
step of encryption is shown to be redundant and leads to
savings over earlier schemes. The node 426 (US6249866)
and 532 (US6226742) are all filed by Microsoft Corporation,
and most are core technologies related to protection against
unauthorized use of memory or access to memory by using
cryptography. The node 426 (US6249866) is an encrypting
file system and method for computer systems. The node 532
(US6226742) provides fast and extremely secure encryption
and decryption, but also assures integrity of a ciphertext
message. The node 820 (US7716484) filed by RSA Security
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is a method for accessing encrypted data by a client. The
method includes receiving from the client by server client
information derived from a first secret wherein the client
information is derived such that the server cannot feasibly
determine the first secret. The method also includes provid-
ing to the client by the server intermediate data, which is
derived responsive to the received client information, a server
secret, and possibly other information. The intermediate data
is derived such that the client cannot feasibly determine the
server secret. The method also includes authenticating the
client by a device that stores encrypted secrets and is con-
figured not to provide the encrypted secrets without authenti-
cation. After the authentication step, the method also includes
providing the encrypted secrets to the client. The encrypted
secrets are capable of being decrypted using a third secret
that is derived from the intermediate data. The node 498
(US6307936), 499 (US6704871) and 620 (US6704871) are
all filed by SafeNet, and most are core technologies related
to protecting specific internal or peripheral components leads
to protecting of the entire computer to assure secure comput-
ing or processing of information in cryptographic circuits.
The node 498 (US6307936) is a method of creating and
manipulating encryption keys without risking the security
of the key. The node 499 (US6704871) is about a digital
signal processor with embedded encryption security features.
The node 620 (US6708273) is a method for implement-
ing IPSEC (Internet Protocol Security Standard) transforms
within an integrated circuit. The integrated circuit includes a
callable library of cryptographic commands and encryption
algorithms. An encryption processor is included to perform
key and data encryption, as well as a high-performance hash
processor and a public key accelerator. IPSEC is a generally
used security standard that provides security when commu-
nicating through the Internet. This standard requires DES to
encrypt Internet Protocol data packets, SHA-1 for authen-
tication, and a public key algorithm for handshaking. The
node 3756 (US9825931) is filed by Bank of America and
is a system to track and verify the user’s changing identity
through a blockchain database. This is a system for generat-
ing and using a blockchain distributed network for tracking
and validating a user identification morphing over time. The
blockchain database comprises a distributed ledger that is
updated with real-time identification information including
an initial identification of the user. Figure 6 shows the process
flow and map illustrating a blockchain user identification
timeline generation process. Entities and individuals alike
utilize their identification for daily operations. Identities of
entities and individuals tend to morph overtime, with name
changes, signature changes, and maturation. As such, identi-
fications may need to be updated for entities and individuals
to be authorized for daily operations.

Figure 7 shows the sub-network for Hardware blockchain.
With the rapid development of electronic and communication
technologies, a new complex network transaction chain has
emerged. The hardware implementation of the underlying
processing for the transaction chain is improved, improving

FIGURE 7. Main path network for Hardware blockchain sub-technology.
Note: HPP represents a red circle.

FIGURE 8. BMC (Blockchain Management Circuitry).

security, stability and speed of implementation. Therefore,
it is expected that the Hardware blockchain will lead the
spread of the big data market by reinforcing fast speed and
data security, so that it is suitable for the era of the indus-
trial revolution where large amounts of data collection and
operation are important. The node 4254 (US9998286), 4256
(US9998286) and 4851 (US10298405) are all filed byAccen-
ture Global Solutions Limited, and most are core technolo-
gies related to cryptographic mechanisms or cryptographic
arrangements for secret or secure communication including
means for verifying the identify or authority of a user of
the system or for message authentication. The node 4254
(US9998286) is a system for providing hardware accelera-
tion for blockchain-based record entry. This node referred to
the knowledge of the node 3756 (US9825931). As shown
in Figure 8, this node embeds a BMC (Blockchain Man-
agement Circuitry). The BMC access a consensus operating
procedure. The BMC may apply the consensus operating
procedure to the record entry to gain append permissions
for a blockchain. After completing the consensus operating
procedure, the BMC append a block generated based on
the record entry to the blockchain. Accordingly, the system
ensures that blocks added to the blockchain were generated
in compliance with the consensus operating procedure.

Figure 9 shows the sub-network Decentralized applica-
tions. Blockchain is not a technology that completely replaces
the existing legacy system but is a technology that can be
applied to areas that require cost reduction and improved
transaction reliability. Therefore, in this sub-technology, it is
speculated that blockchain technology is highly likely to
be fused with cryptography technologies that will lead the
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FIGURE 9. Main path network for Decentralized application
sub-technology. Note: HPP represents a red circle.

FIGURE 10. A block diagram of a HCD and SPED.

industrial revolution such as Artificial Intelligence and IoT in
the future. The node 2351 (US9049010) is about a portable
encryption device with logon access controlled by an encryp-
tion key, with an on board cryptographic processor for
reconstituting the encryption key from a plurality of secrets
generated by a secret sharing algorithm. This node referred
to the knowledge of the node 620 (US6708273). As shown
in the Figure 10, this node embeds a DSP that acts as a
cryptographic processor in a SPSD (Secure Portable Stor-
age Device). Cryptographic operations are implemented on
data for secure storage and transport by means of a sys-
tem comprised of one or more than SPED (Secure Portable
Encryption Device) capable of such cryptographic opera-
tions, and optionally storing and communicating such secure
data to host or peripheral devices, one or more than HCD
(Host Computing Device), and means for securely protecting
access to that data. Figure 10 shows a block diagram of
HCD and SPED. The node 3626 (US9569771) is filed by
Stephen Lesavich and is a method for storage and retrieval of
blockchains blocks using Galois Fields. This node referred
to the knowledge of the node 1681 (US8107620), which is
a method of cryptographically converting an input message
into an output message while ensuring message integrity.
One or more blocks for a blockchain are securely stored and
retrieved with a modified Galois Fields on a cloud or peer-
to-peer (P2P) communications network. The modified Galois
Field provides at least additional layers for security and
privacy for blockchains. The blocks and blockchains are
securely stored and retrieved for cryptocurrency transactions
including, but not limited to, BITCOIN transactions and
other cryptocurrency transactions. In accordance with this

TABLE 4. The problems associated with electronic content storage and
retrieval.

FIGURE 11. Main path network for Exchange sub-technology. Note: HPP
represents a red circle.

method, some of the problems associated with electronic
content storage and retrieval on cloud computing networks
are overcome. Table 4 shows the problems associated with
electronic content storage and retrieval on cloud comput-
ing network. The node 3865 (US9992022) is about a digi-
tal identity management and permission controls within the
distributed network nodes. The node 4497 (US10493996)
is a method for impaired driving detection, monitoring and
accident prevention with driving habits. The node 4610
(US10673618) is natively integrating blockchain charging for
network services in telecommunication networks. The node
4959 (US10489278) is an entitlement framework with proof
of entitlement consensus. The node 5339 (US10628454)
relate to the field of data storage using blockchain and more
specifically, to relational blockchain database.

Figure 11 shows sub- network for Exchange technol-
ogy. This sub-technology was filed over layers 3-8, and it
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appears to be affected by the cryptography and decentralized
application sub-technologies. The exchange sub-technology
includes the transaction management such as cryptocur-
rency transaction efficiency, verification, security, exchange
operation, user authentication, mining management, mining
compensation, remittance, electronic wallet, and currency
exchange. The node 2845 (US9892460) is a method for
providing an exchange traded product holding digital math-
based assets are disclosed. A digital math-based asset is
a kind of digital asset based upon a computer generated
mathematical and cryptographic protocol that may, among
other things, be exchanged for value and/or be used to buy
and sell goods or pay for services. This node referred to
the knowledge of the node 820 (US7716484), which is a
method for how to access encrypted secret data. Shares
based on digital math-based assets may be created using
one or more computers by determining share price infor-
mation based upon quantities of digital math-based assets
held by a trust, electronically receiving a request from an
authorized participant user device to purchase a quantity of
shares, electronically transmitting a quantity of digital math-
based assets to one or more destination digital asset accounts
for receipt of digital math-based assets from the authorized
participant based on the determined share price informa-
tion and the requested quantity of shares, and electronically
issuing shares to the authorized participant. The node 3231
(US10229396) is a method for transacting bitcoin. Bitcoin
transacting requires the use of a public key and a private key.
The private key is used to sign an authorization and the public
key is used to verify the signature. Some users may require
control over their private keys in order to ensure to such
users that Bitcoin transacting will not take place without their
express authorization. This node referred to the knowledge
of the node 3626 (US9569771), which is blockchains are
securely stored and retrieved for cryptocurrency transactions.
Bitcoin can be sent to an email address. No miner’s fee is
paid by a host computer system. Hot wallet functionality is
provided that transfers values of some Bitcoin addresses to
a vault for purposes of security. A private key of a Bitcoin
address of the vault is split and distributed to keep the vault
secure. Instant exchange allows for merchants and customers
to lock in a local currency price. A vault has multiple email
addresses to authorize a transfer of Bitcoin out of the vault.
User can opt to have private keys stored in locations that are
under their control. A tip button rewards content creator for
their efforts. A Bitcoin exchange allows for users to set prices
that they are willing to sell or buy Bitcoin and execute such
trades.

Figure 12 shows sub-network Digital transaction. Digital
transaction sub-technology relates to a network architec-
ture or network communication protocol for network secu-
rity to provide confidential data exchange between entities
communicating over a data packet network in which data
content is protected. In order to make various transactions,
many transactions occur. It is necessary to store and man-
age the data of all transactions distributed and stored by

FIGURE 12. Main path network for Digital transaction sub-technology.
Note: HPP represents a red circle.

each manager, and the problem of handling and managing
such large amounts of data must be solved. In other words,
digital transaction sub-technology is expected to develop
in the direction of solving the problem of processing large
amounts of data in the future. The node 3134 (US9298806)
is filed by Coinlab and this is about a method for analyzing
transactions in a distributed ledger. Blockchain technology
uses the blockchain, otherwise known as a distributed ledger,
to create a publicly verifiable record of digital transactions.
Digital transactions may include cryptocurrency transactions
such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, Namecoin, Ethereum, and/or other
similar digital transactions. The node 3643 (US9635000)
is filed by Sead Muftic and describes an IDMS (IDentity
Management System) based on the concept of peer-to-peer
protocols and the public identities ledger. The system man-
ages digital identities, which are digital objects that contain
attributes used for the identification of persons and other
entities in an IT system and for making identity claims. The
node 5189 (US10592710) is a method for the cryptographic
authentication of contactless cards and provides a method
for contactless card verification include a contactless card
including a substrate, a processor, and a memory. The node
5329 (US10535062) utilized a contactless card to securely
share personal data stored in a blockchain and the verification
service may verify the signature based on a public key. The
node 3769 (US10496989) is an enable contactless access to
a transaction terminal using a process data network.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper developed an improved KP-based main path
analysis to identify technological trajectories. Specifically,
we designed the knowledge unconventionality (KU) metric
to reduce network complexity in the last layer and so to find
future developmental directions in a specific technological
domain. This paper conducted an empirical analysis using
blockchain technology. The empirical result overall shows
that there are five sub-technologies under the blockchain
domain, and each sub-technology has evolved with high
technological interactions among other sub-technologies.
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TABLE 5. Standardization of blockchain technologies. TABLE 5. (Continued.) Standardization of blockchain technologies.
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TABLE 5. (Continued.) Standardization of blockchain technologies.

Based on the characteristics of blockchain patents and devel-
opmental trajectories shown on main paths, we suggest fur-
ther R&D directions as follows. First, further R&D direction
for cryptography will more focus on the capability in fast
big data processing. In addition, the main paths show that
main knowledge stream of cryptography is converged with
the hardware blockchain technology and therefore the cryp-
tography will be the significant basic technology for the hard-
ware blockchain. Second, hardware blockchain technology
will lead the spread of big data market by reinforcing fast
speed and data security. Since data collection and operation
is the critical role in the era of data, the importance and
demand of hardware blockchain is getting more increased.
Third, the future technologies related to the decentralized

TABLE 6. List of patents in knowledge persistence-based main path
network for blockchain technology.
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TABLE 6. (Continued.) List of patents in knowledge persistence-based
main path network for blockchain technology.

applications will be developed closely with encryption tech-
nologies which are essential part for artificial intelligence
and IoT. Blockchain technologies will not completely replace
the existing legacy system, so it will be applied to areas that
require cost reduction and transaction reliability improve-
ment. Fourth, the exchange related technologies will focus
on solving the problems in cryptocurrency transactions. The
cryptocurrency field has made technological progress as a
new means of online transaction, and it seems that it is
currently in the stabilization stage. Fifth, the further direc-
tions of the digital transaction technologies will focus on the
big data processing. The number of online transactions is
dramatically increasing over time and so it is necessary to
store and manage the data of all transactions distributed and
stored by each manager. Therefore, the data processing and
managing during online transactions are solved on priority.
Even though this paper objectively provides the developmen-
tal trajectories and further directions of Blockchain technol-
ogy, some methodological issues should be improved. First,
this paper adopted the basic hypothesis that patent citations
denote knowledge flows from citing to cited patents and the
proportion of the inherited knowledge is calculated based
on the size of referred knowledge sources. This hypothesis
basically works for a large volume of data, but the real knowl-
edge flows might not be reflected if the size of technological
domain is very small. To solve this issue, each patent citation
should have different weight and textual and classification
similarity-based measurements can be the solutions. Second,
the proposed method requires the qualitative analysis of each
node on the main paths. It is basically inevitable step, but

the qualitative analysis can be more effective and efficient
if keywords of each node can be extracted. Therefore, our
further work will develop a keyword extraction approach
which can separately extract the domain-generic keywords
and patent-specific keywords for better representation of
inventive knowledge in a patent. Finally, this paper quali-
tatively decomposed sub-technologies under the blockchain
technology. However, since the reproducibility of the method
is an important characteristic for quantitative methods, this
step should be replaced by an automatic decomposition
method.

APPENDIX
See Table 5 and Table 6.
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